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Minutes of Special PCC Meeting 

Monday 12th February 2018 

 

A special meeting called to discuss the way forward re staff appointments following the failure 
to recruit a Youth Minister in the recent recruiting round. 

 

Present 

Marc Baker (Vicar and Chair), Jan Allen, Ruth Bridle, Richard Card, Ben Goddard, Sian Goddard 
(SOM), Trevor Grose, Maggie Heddon, Jonathan Larkin, Graham Loveland (Secretary), Maureen 
McNally, Hilary Rowe, Kirstin Schuh, Alan Stanhope, Jean Stanhope, John Taylor. 

 

1. Apologies for Absence (not taken at the meeting but received from:) 

Sue Adams, Heather Alford, Dave Cummins, Peter Short. 

 

2. Opening Remarks and Prayer 

Marc opened by welcoming PCC members and thanking all for their attendance and service, and 
prayed for wisdom. 

He summarised the purpose of the meeting: 

 to discern the will of the PCC in regard to the suggestions in his previously circulated 
paper to switch the order of the proposed appointments of a Youth Minister (YM) and 
an Associate Minister (AM); 

 not to discuss the agreed Development Plan itself 

 not to think in terms of right/wrong, but of the best strategy for achieving our goals 

 

Email correspondence among members of the PCC following the circulation of Marc’s paper 
suggested clarification was required on certain issues: 

2.1 The impact of staff recruitment on the allocation of a curate. Marc said it had been hoped 
that a curate would be allocated to Kea in 2018 but the only one offered had not felt this was 
the right position.  It was expected that there would be wider choice in 2019 as there were 
fewer internal-to-the-Diocese candidates. The appointment of an AM by Kea would not lessen 
the chances of Kea being allocated a curate; rather it would enhance the prospects as we would 
have a broader work for them to experience in their training role. 

2.2 The sustainability of Sunday services.  Marc said the current situation was sustainable: there 
are sufficient people able to lead services and to preach. The AHLT had been expanded and in 
Truro there was a sense that the whole congregation had stepped up following James Hills’ 
departure. The pressure point was not resourcing Sunday services. 
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2.3 Finance. Sian Goddard explained that there were various options with regard to a 
remuneration package but that it was not assumed that the package would match that of a 
vicar, notably with regard to pension. If the decision were to opt for appointing an AM now then 
more detailed costings would be prepared.  John Taylor (Treasurer) had circulated a paper giving 
the impact of the possible change on reserve levels. To remove the deficit and allow for 
reversing the order of appointments (with the higher cost one now coming first) would 
potentially require approximately £43,000 extra by the end of 2018. The impact on later years 
would be slight as the budget presented at the November meeting had already allowed for both 
posts. Nevertheless the decline in reserves as projected in the budget for later years remained 
and would still need to be addressed. 

 

3. Discussion. 

The discussion was wide ranging, covering many aspects. These Minutes do not aim to record 
every contribution but rather to summarise thoughts expressed on key issues and themes 
emerging from the discussions under key headings. 

The use of volunteers 

 Could not more be achieved by the use of volunteers without needing to employ 
someone/why are there not more people volunteering?... 

 But there has been difficulty recently in getting people to volunteer with increased 
pressures in life generally. The lack of volunteers is a wider issue in UK society with other 
youth oriented organizations similarly limited. 

 There were differences of perception/recollection regarding how successful youth work 
had been historically and the extent of impact of having had a paid youth worker. 

 Might an inspirational youth minister/worker/person encourage/facilitate the 
involvement of more volunteers, perhaps notably parents of church youth? 

Priorities for spending 

 Increased use of volunteers/not employing someone would enable scarce financial 
resources to be directed to improvement of the physical environment in the All Hallows 
building, notably with the provision of toilets, the absence of which was seen as a major 
hindrance. 

 Capital projects (including but not limited to All Hallows improvements) are amenable to 
a wider range of possible sources of financing than is the case for employment.  

 Employment of staff and capital projects are not an either/or.  

 The AHLT are focused on the need for improving facilities at All Hallows but limited 
capacity of volunteers within the AHLT has hindered progress. 

 Some questioned whether sufficient incremental benefits would accrue from employing 
an AM at a cost of around £50k compared to employing a YM at a cost of around £25k to 
justify the substantial additional and ongoing cost. 

 Others suggested that the “weightier” role of an AM (with the associated higher costs) 
would bring broader benefits to the church as the person would be able to operate in a 
wider range of capacities and that it would be easier to recruit to the “weightier” role. 

The availability of a suitable person 
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 Recent candidates would have been suitable for (and indeed both were seeking) an AM-
type role with a broader remit and more senior role in church life. 

 Youth work tends to lead people either on to more senior roles in church life or to burn-
out. To avoid the latter might it be better to aim for someone with past experience of 
youth work but who had now moved on to a more senior role?  

 The favourable reception by the church’s youth of an older candidate at the recent 
interviews pointed to the possibility of finding a more senior person with the necessary 
qualifications.  

 It was broadly felt that it would be necessary to offer a higher salary than in the previous 
round to attract candidates with suitable experience and gravitas. 

 The church is at a low ebb with its youth work. Reviving it is a big ask for anyone. 

 The need to think “outside the box” with a younger person’s mentality. 

 Finding someone willing to do the role part time whilst having a second form of income 
might have its attractions financially but it was thought unlikely that such a person could 
be found within Cornwall if they had not already emerged as a candidate. 

The role of a YM or an AM 

 To set up a Youth Hub requires a person with experience and authority. The recent 
round had indicated that candidates with the necessary experience tended to desire a 
role with greater seniority and authority in church life. To seek to recruit first to a more 
senior role someone with appropriate experience would enable lower costs later on as a 
more junior youth worker might be employed to maintain the Hub once started. The AM 
could the focus on children and families. 

 Might not the broader role envisaged for an AM detract from their ability to focus on 
the youth side of the role? On the other hand… 

 Might not making the responsibility for youth central to the role of an AM detract from 
their ability to focus on the broader aspects of the role, notably resulting in inadequate 
provision for older people? 

 The need to distinguish between two separate and potentially different roles/tasks:  

o To support/encourage/inspire/retain our “own” church youth. The lack of an 
attractive youth group for younger children to look forward to moving into is a 
real disincentive for parents of older (and even younger) children. 

o To reach out to unchurched youth. The great potential that a central Truro 
Youth Hub might offer for reaching the large number of teenagers at school in 
Truro. 

 In both any Youth Hub and in a church youth group the priority and centrality of seeking 
to bring teenagers to Christ and nurturing those with faith.  

 Should not the desirability of focusing on a candidate’s leadership qualities and ability 
not only to reach and inspire teenagers, but also to inspire and support adult volunteers. 
be seen as the prime requirement? Issues of the title of the role, how broad its remit, 
whether candidates were ordained, etc. should all be seen as secondary. Finding the 
right person was the most important thing and the job description could be written 
around the right person. 

Funding  
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 TBC and TMC also had difficulties with attracting and retaining teenagers and might be 
willing to cooperate in a Youth Hub project but were unlikely to be willing to offer 
funding for a youth worker (either YM or AM with responsibility for youth) employed by 
Kea. 

 Some envisaged difficulties in the church being willing to fund a more senior 
appointment. 

 Spelling out the financial implications in terms of the scale of the increased giving 
needed per giving unit helped to bring clarity and focus to the amount required… 

 But doing so might put pressure on the hard-up and undermine potential generosity on 
the part of those actually able to increase their giving by more. Might it not be better 
just to spell out the total needs and pray for God to supply the money? 

 Amounts needed expressed per giving unit only allowed for current givers. Might better 
communication of the vision and possibilities bring forth extra giving/increase the 
number of active givers? 

 

4.  Conclusions  

 To seek to appoint to a more senior role than previously considered, but not necessarily 
that of the previously discussed AM. 

 The need to revisit the job description, to make it less prescriptive of the details of the 
role and more focused on (a) the core requirements in terms of the kind of person 
sought and (b) the outcome we want to achieve over, say, five years. 

 This desired outcome would comprises elements of: 

o A changed demographic in the church with more teenagers and families 

o A growing outreach work to teenagers based in central Truro, preferably in a 
modern purpose-built space which would also serve a growing Truro 
congregation. 

o Making St Kea a place younger people were excited to come to. 

 To ask the church family if they would be willing to fund such a role and not move 
forward until funding is assured. 

 The need to enthuse the church with this vision. 


